Headquarters
Confederate States Army
Office of the Chief of Staff
123 Howard Avenue
Montgomery Alabama

Generals,

It has been one eventful month since we have assembled to share ideas. Let me start this meeting by addressing the items that I feel are important for you to know.

Item #1, Perils of Success

It should be obvious to everyone that we are winning the war.  It is the third month of the war and we are fighing in Missouri, southern Illinois, along the Ohio River, northern Virginia, and Delaware.  All the areas identified as desired theaters or regions of operations during the preliminary planning phase conducted back in August.  (West Virginia is an exception, however  Union lack of reinforcement will lose this advantage for them)  It is a matter of concern that we do not grow complacent in our success.  We have the advantage -- we must continue to USE IT.  There must be offensive actions in each theater - Gen Ahearn's raid sans "invasion" of the maritime states; the "liberation" of south Illinois; Gen Price's offensive in central Missouri.  These initiatives must continue.  The North is reactive in all areas except Virginia, we must continue to drive them to keep the character war's nature in that fashion.  I offer to you commanders of the combat forces of the South, continue to press for offensive advantage, challenge me and the other members of the Confederate central command to organize and locate the resources you need to press the war into the homeland of our enemy.

Item #2, The Chief of Staff's Report to the President.

Below is a copy of the executive summary from the report I submitted to President Rasmussen on 18 November.  The main theme that I want to reinforce to all of you is the realization that the war has entered a new phase - all opening gambits and operational plans have been executed, the "mid-game" of the war has begun.  As a consequence, the strategy of each theater and the Confederacy as a whole must be modified as initial assumptions have been dis-proved or validated.  It is time to shift the operations of the Confederacy to the refined schemes that will result in victory and independence for our nation.

Executive Summary.  The first 30 days of the conflict involved execution of opening gambits of both sides.  The Confederacy, though compromised by various OPSEC failures, has won the war through 18 November or 10% of the total game.  The Union should, at this point in the game, have 4 cities to include one state capitol under its control.  After subtracting the deficient caused by the CSA capture of Cairo and Hagerstown, the Union has 0 cities to its credit and one state capitol (Nashville - should fall on Friday, 21 Nov).  However, the Union forces, reacting to our success, have emplaced a centralized command structure and are starting to use their advantage in numbers where possible.  Therefore, the Confederacy must modify its strategy to address the current conditions, or "mid-game," to be able to continue to have success on the battlefield.  The basic tenets the revised strategy of the Confederacy are:
	* Protect the economic infra-structure, especially the 5 largest states: Va, Tn, NC, Ga, Ala
	* Recognize that the Confederacy is out-numbered in the East, has local parity in the Central Theater, and localized superiority in the West.  To the Confederacy this means defend in East, raid in the Central, and attack in the West.
	* The Union Army has committed 48% of its total force in the East (force ratio is 1: 1.6).  To protect the resource centers in Virginia and North Carolina, the Confederacy must commit enough forces to get the force ratio down to 1:1.4 or 1:1.3 (CSA : USA) if we are to stall the Union offensive.  This would be an increase of  25 regiments in the East at current levels.
	* The best area for the seizure of Union cities is in the West  (force ratio is 1 : 1)and the upper Mississippi River basin (Illinois)in the Central Theater (force ratio is 1:1).  Limited offensive operations must be attempted to seize, temporarily or not, Union cities in both areas.
	* Mobile reserves must be maintained at the Theater and national levels to maximize the CSA advantage of interior rail lines.
	* Defend all besieged cities.  The longer the Union spends on reducing garrisons, the longer they take in advancing their forces.
	* The Confederacy must increase the number and quality of training of new officers being recruited for the army.
	* The Confederacy must institute the identification, assignment, and training of general staff officers to serve as chiefs of staff at the theater-level and, if possible, corps-level.

Item #3,  Training of Brigadiers

There has been a large amount of discussion of the quality of the instruction at West Point and what skills should be expected of recent graduates. I would appreciate a "sensing" from you field commander's about three issues in this arena:
	* should the Confederacy run its own academy, "Virginia Military Institute" or Military Academy of the South (MAS) ?
	* what mechanisms , if any, are your commanders using to mentor newly assigned brigadiers or regimental commanders ?
	* if the South continues to use West Point for initial entry training should the task list be expanded to include the following tasks:
		- using the entry command to establish a briagde formation
		- when to use skirmish, column, or line formation(s) (lane training)
		- receive & interpret orders from higher HQ (brigade)
		- issue regimental orders to execute a brigade order  

The issue of mentorship is of major importance.  One of the main strengths of my Beta Test experience was the amount and quailty of mentoring I received.  The issue before you is: 1) are we doing it ?; and, 2) if so, what should its focus be ?

Item #4, Chief of Staff Positions

A side affect of the high degree of fidelity that CWOL gives as a constructive simulation is the degree of real administrative and concurrent duties that should be accomplished.  If you are receiving this document then you need a chief of staff.  The CoS position is not an avenue for promotion (promotions are currently driven by the command track) nor is it a "social" position.  The Army or Theater Chief of Staff duties should encompass (but are not limited to):
	* establishing and maintaining the "ground truth" (reality vs admin) order of battle for your organization (see attached).  
	* tracking and controlling the movement of reinforcing units in your region as well as coordinating for replacements (not in BLADD until 1998) of attrited units in your organization
	* conducting intel gathering and analysis
	* coordination of support for upcoming operations or plans
	* 2IC duties as directed by the commander

This individual, to be effective, should probably not command above the brigade level (division command a high degree of focus) and should not command more than 3 brigades (not a bad candidate to control your reserve).  Please notify me of the identity and duties of your chief of staff.

Item #5, Order of Battle

Attached is a file with my latest order of battle for the entire Confederate Army.  Please review and provide me corrections or, at a minimum, the regimental assignments for the division and brigades listed.  I would expect this update to include the new regimental reinforcements which are due to be posted on the 7th (I believe).  This action can be accomplished by your Chief of Staff.


JJ Sanders, General
Chief of Staff
Confederate Army



